
Sr. # HS Code Description

1 0207.11
Meat and edible offal, of  the poultry of heading 01.05,fresh,chilled or frozen.Not cut in 
pieces, fresh or chilled

2 0207.12 Not cut in pieces, frozen 
3 0207.13 Cuts and offal, fresh or chilled
4 0207.14 Cuts and offal, frozen 
5 0401.10 Of a fat content, by weight, not exceeding 1%
6 0401.20 Of a fat content, by weight, exceeding 1% but not exceeding 6%
7 0401.30 Of a fat content, by weight, exceeding 6%

8 0402.10
Milk and cream, concentrated or containing added sugar or other sweetening matter.In 
powder, granules or other solid forms, of a fat content, by weight, not exceeding 1.5 % 

9 0402.21 Not containing added sugar or other  sweetening matter
10 0402.29 Other
11 0402.99 Other
12 0403.10 Yogurt
13 0403.90 Other

14 0404.10
Whey and modified whey, whether or not concentrated or containing added sugar or other 
sweetening matter:

15 0404.90 Other
16 0405.10 Butter
17 0405.90 Other
18 0406.10 Curd
19 0406.20 Grated or powdered cheese, of all kinds
20 0406.30 Processed cheese not grated  or powdered
21 0406.90 Other cheese 
22 0701.90 Other 
23 0702.00 Tomatoes, fresh or chilled.
24 0703.10 Onions and shallots
25 0703.20 Garlic
26 0710.21 Peas (Pisum sativum ) 
27 0710.22 Beans (Vigna spp., Phasolus spp .)
28 0710.29 Other
29 0710.40 Sweet corn
30 0711.90 Other vegetables; mixtures of vegetables
31 0712.20 Onions
32 0712.90 Other vegetables; mixtures of vegetables
33 0803.00 Bananas, including plantains, fresh or dried.
34 0804.50 Guavas, Mangoes, Mangosteens.
35 0805.10 Oranges
36 0805.20 Kino, fresh & Other
37 0805.40 Grapefruit
38 0805.50 Lemons (Citrus limon, Citrus limonum) and limes (Citrus aurantifolia,Citrus latifolia)
39 0805.90 Other
40 0806.10 Grapes: Fresh
41 0806.20 Grapes: Dried
42 0807.11 Watermelons
43 0807.19 Other
44 0808.10 Apples
45 0808.20 Pears and quinces
46 0809.10 Apricots
47 0809.20 Cherries
48 0809.30 Peaches, including nectarines
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49 0809.40 Plums and sloes 
50 0810.10 Strawberries
51 0810.90 Pomegranates & Other
52 0811.10 Strawberries
53 0811.90 Fruit and nutsOther
54 0812.10 Cherries
55 0812.90 Fruit and nuts, provisionally preserved: Other
56 0813.10 Apricots
57 0813.30 Apples
58 0813.50 Mixtures of nuts or dried fruits of this Chapter
59 0902.10 Green tea (not fermented) in immediate packings of a content not exceeding 3 kg
60 0902.20 Other green tea (not fermented) 

61 0902.30
Black tea (fermented) and  partly fermented tea, in immediate packings of a content not 
exceeding 3 kg

62 0902.40 Tea dust
63 0904.20 Red chillies (whole/powder)
64 1001.10 Durum wheat 
65 1001.90 Other
66 1006.30 Basmati and other Rice
67 1101.00  flour of wheat/Meslin
68 1108.11 Wheat starch 
69 1108.12 Maize (corn) starch 
70 1108.13 Potato starch 
71 1108.19 Other starches
72 1404.90 Betel leaves 
73 1507.10 Crude oil, whether or not degummed
74 1507.90 Other

75 1508.10
Groundnut oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically modified.Crude oil

76 1508.90 Other
77 1511.10 Palm oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically modified.Crude oil 
78 1511.90 Other:

79 1512.11
Sunflowerseed, safflower or cottonseed oil and fractions thereof,whether or not refined, but 
not chemically modified. Crude oil

80 1512.19 Other
81 1512.21 Cottonseed oil and its fractions: Crude oil, whether or not gossypol has been removed
82 1512.29 Other
83 1513.21 Palm kernel or babassu oil and fractions thereof: Crude oil
84 1513.29 Other

85 1514.11
Rape, colza or mustard oil and fractions thereof, whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modified.Crude oil

86 1514.19 Other
87 1514.91 Crude oil
88 1514.99 Other

89 1515.11
Other fixed vegetable fats and oils (including jojoba oil) and their fractions, whether or not 
refined, but not chemically modified.Crude oil

90 1515.19 Other
91 1515.21 Maize (corn) oil and its fractions: Crude oil
92 1515.29 Other
93 1515.30 Castor oil and its fractions
94 1515.40 Tung oil and its fractions:
95 1515.50 Sesame oil and its fractions
96 1515.90 Other
97 1516.10 Animal fats and oils and their fractions
98 1516.20 Vegetable fats and oils and their fractions:
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99 1517.10 Margarine, excluding liquid margarine
100 1517.90 Other

101 1518.00

Animal or vegetable fats and oils and their fractions, boiled, oxidised,dehydrated, 
sulphurised, blown, polymerised by heat in vacuum or in inert gas or otherwise chemically 
modified, excluding those of heading 15.16; inedible mixtures or preparations of animal or 
vegetable fats or oils or of fractions of different fats or oils of this Chapter, not elsewhere 
specified or included.

102 1701.11 Cane sugar
103 1701.91 Containing added flavouring or colouring matter
104 1701.99 White crystalline canebeet / sugar
105 1806.20 Chocolate preparation
106 1806.31 Filled
107 1806.32 Not filled
108 2009.12 Not frozen, of a Brix value not exceeding 20
109 2009.80 Juice of any other single fruit or vegetable
110 2009.90 -Mixtures of juices
111 2201.90 Other

112 2202.10
Waters, including mineral waters and aerated waters, containing added sugar or other 
sweetening matter or flavoured:

113 2203.0000 Beer made from malt.
114 2204.1000 Sparkling wine 
115 2204.2100 In containers holding 2 litre or less
116 2204.2900 Other
117 2204.3000 Other grape must 
118 2205.1000 In containers holding 2 litre or less
119 2205.9000 Other

120 2206.0000
Other fermented beverages (for example, cider, perry, mead); mixtures of fermented 
beverages and mixtures of fermented beverages and nonalcoholic beverages,not elsewhere 
specified or included.

121 2207.1000 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of 80% vol  or higher 
122 2207.2000 Ethyl alcohol and other spirits, denatured, of any strength
123 2208.2000 Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc 
124 2208.3000 Whiskies 
125 2208.4000 Rum and tafia 
126 2208.5000 Gin and Geneva 
127 2208.6000 Vodka
128 2208.7000 Liqueurs and cordials
129 2208.9000 Other
130 2306.10 Oilcake and other solid residues,Of cotton seeds 
131 2309.90 Other
132 2402.10 Cigars, cheroots and cigarillos, containing tobacco
133 2402.20 Cigarettes containing tobacco
134 2402.90 Other
135 2403.10 Smoking tobacco, whether or not containing tobacco substitutes in any proportion 
136 2403.91 Homogenised or "reconstituted" tobacco
137 2403.99 Other:
138 2523.10 Cement clinkers
139 2523.21 White cement, whether or not artificially coloured
140 2523.29 Other
141 2523.30 Aluminous cement
142 2712.10 Petroleum jelly 
143 2712.20 Paraffin wax containing by weight less than 0.75 % of oil
144 2712.90 Other:

145 2803.00
Carbon (carbon blacks and other forms of carbon not elsewhere specified or included).
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146 2815.11 Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda):Solid
147 2815.12 In aqueous solution (soda lye or liquid soda) 
148 2833.23 Of chromium
149 2836.20 Disodium carbonate(Soda ash)
150 2836.30 Sodium hydrogen carbonate (sodium bicarbonate)
151 2849.10 Of calcium Carbides
152 2915.11 Formic acid
153 2915.21 Acetic acid
154 2915.31 Ethyl acetate
155 2915.33 nButyl acetate
156 2915.70 Palmitic acid, stearic acid, their salts and esters:Stearic Acid
157 2916.39 Other:Unsaturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids,
158 2917.32 Dioctyl orthophthalates.(DOP)
159 2917.35 Phthalic anhydride
160 2917.36 Terephthalic acid and its salts:(PTA)

161 2918.22 Asprin

162 2924.29 Other:
163 2933.59 Ciprofloxacin,Norfloxacin
164 2935.00 Sulphonamides.
165 2939.41 Ephedrine and its salts
166 2939.42 Pseudoephedrine (INN) and its salts
167 2941.10 Penicillins and their derivatives with a penicillanic acid structure; salts
168 2941.90 Other:

169 3004.90 Dextrose and saline infusion solution, with infusion set

170 3005.10
Adhesive dressings and other articles having an adhesive layer: sale for medical, surgical, 
dental or veterinary purposes.

171 3006.10 Sterile surgical catgut, similar sterile suture materials and sterile tissue 

172 3202.90 Tanning substances, tanning preparations  based on chromium sulphate  

173 3204.11 Disperse dyes and preparations based thereon
174 3204.12 Acid dyes, whether or not premetallised, and preparations based
175 3204.14 Direct dyes and preparations based thereon
176 3204.16 Reactive dyes and preparations based thereon
177 3204.17 Pigments and preparations based thereon
178 3204.20 Snthetic organic products of a kind used as fluorescent brightening agents
179 3204.90 Other
180 3206.19 Other Pigments and preparations based on titanium dioxide:
181 3206.20 Chrome yellow
182 3208.10 Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers) Based on polyesters

183 3208.20 Varnishes

184 3209.10
Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers) Based on acrylic or vinyl polymers   

185 3209.90 Other

186 3210.00
Other paints and varnishes (including enamels, lacquers and distempers); prepared water pigments of a kind 
used for finishing leather. 

187 3211.00 Prepared driers.
188 3215.11 Black:Printing ink:
189 3215.19 Other
190 3215.90 Other:
191 3304.10 Lip makeup preparations
192 3304.20 Eye makeup preparations
193 3304.30 Manicure or pedicure preparations:
194 3304.99 Other:
195 3305.10 Shampoos
196 3305.90 Other:
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197 3306.10 Dentifrices:
198 3307.20 Personal deodorants and antiperspirants

199 3401.11
Soap; organic surface active products and preparations for use as soap, For toilet use 
(including medicated products)

200 3401.19 Other:
201 3401.20 Soap in other forms

202 3402.11
Organic surfaceactive agents (other than soap); surfaceactive preparations, washing 
preparations (including auxiliary washing preparations) and cleaning preparations,                                                                                                                                                                                          
Anionic:

203 3402.12 Cationic
204 3402.13 Nonionic
205 3402.20 Preparations put up for retail sale

206 3402.30
Organic surfaceactive products and preparations for washing the skin, in containing soap

207 3403.11
Preparations for the treatment of textile materials, leather, furskins or other materials 
Containing petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous minerals:

208 3403.91 Other:Preparations for the treatment of textile material, leather, furskins or
209 3405.10 Polishes, creams and similar preparations for footwear or leather:

210 3405.20
Polishes, creams and similar preparations for the maintenance of wooden furniture, floors or 
other woodwork

211 3405.30 Polishes and similar preparations for coachwork, other than metal polishes
212 3505.10 Dextrins and other modified starches:
213 3605.00 Matches, other than pyrotechnic articles of heading 36.04.
214 3701.30 Other plates and film, with any side exceeding 255 mm.
215 3806.10 Rosin and resin acids
216 3808.10 Insecticides:

217 3809.91
Finishing agents, dye carriers to accelerate the dyeing or fixing of dyestuffs and other 
products and preparations: Of a kind used in the textile or like industries

218 3809.93 Of a kind used in the leather or like industries

219 3814.00
Organic composite solvents and thinners, not elsewhere specified or included; prepared 
paint or varnish removers.

220 3823.11 Stearic acid
221 3823.19 Other:
222 3903.11 Expansible Polystyrene:
223 3903.19 Other
224 3904.10 Poly(vinyl chloride), not mixed with any other substances (PVC)
225 3904.21 Nonplasticised
226 3904.22 Plasticised
227 3904.50 Vinylidene chloride polymers
228 3905.12 Poly(vinyl acetate) In aqueous dispersion
229 3905.19 Other
230 3905.21 Other
231 3905.29 Other
232 3906.90 Other:Vinyl acetate copolymers:
233 3907.30 Epoxide resins
234 3907.50 Alkyd resins
235 3907.60 Poly ethylene terephthalate: 
236 3907.91 Unsaturated
237 3907.99 Other
238 3909.10 Urea resins; thiourea resins:
239 3909.20 Melamine resins
240 3909.30 Other aminoresins
241 3909.40 Phenolic resins
242 3916.90 Preforms made from polyethylene terephthalate
243 3917.21 Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid:Of polymers of ethylene
244 3917.22 Of polymers of propylene
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245 3917.23 Of polymers of vinyl chloride
246 3917.29 Of other plastics

247 3917.31
Other tubes, pipes and hoses:Flexible tubes, pipes and hoses, having a minimum burst 
pressure of 27.6 Mpa

248 3917.32 Other, not reinforced or otherwise combined with other materials, without fittings
249 3917.33 Other, not reinforced or otherwise combined with other materials, with fittings
250 3917.39 Other
251 3917.40 Fittings

252 3918.10
Floor coverings of plastics, whether or not selfadhesive, in rolls or in the form of tiles; wall or 
ceiling coverings :Of polymers of vinyl chloride

253 3918.90 Of other plastics

254 3919.10
Selfadhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip and other flat shapes, of plastics, In rolls of 
a width not exceeding 20 cm

255 3919.90 Other

256 3920.10
Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics, noncellular and not reinforced, 
laminated, supported or similarly combined with other materials.Of polymers of ethylene

257 3920.20 Of polymers of propylene:
258 3920.30 Of polymers of styrene
259 3920.43 Containing by weight not less than 6 % of plasticisers
260 3920.49 Other
261 3920.51 Of poly(methyl methacrylate)
262 3920.59 Other
263 3920.61 Of polycarbonates
264 3920.62 Of poly(ethylene terephthalate)
265 3920.63 Of unsaturated polyesters
266 3920.69 Of other polyesters
267 3920.71 Of regenerated cellulose
268 3920.72 Of vulcanised fibre
269 3920.73 Of cellulose acetate
270 3920.79 Of other cellulose derivatives
271 3920.91 Of poly(vinyl butyral)
272 3920.92 Of polyamides
273 3920.93 Of amino resins
274 3920.94 Of phenolic resins
275 3920.99 Of other plastics
276 3921.11 Other plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics.Of polymers of styrene
277 3921.12 Of polymers of vinyl chloride
278 3921.13 Of polyurethanes
279 3921.14 Of regenerated cellulose
280 3921.19 Of other plastics
281 3921.90 Other:
282 3922.10 Baths, showerbaths, sinks and washbasins
283 3922.20 Lavatory seats and covers
284 3922.90 Other
285 3923.10 Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles
286 3923.21 Sacks and bags (including cones):Of polymers of ethylene
287 3923.29  of other plastics
288 3923.30 Carboys, bottles, flasks and similar articles:
289 3923.40 Spools, cops, bobbins and similar supports
290 3923.50 Stoppers, lids, caps and other closures
291 3923.90 Other
292 3924.10 Table ware,kitchen ware
293 3924.90 Other
294 3925.10 Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers, of a capacity exceeding 300l
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295 3925.20 Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds for doors
296 3925.30 Shutters, blinds (including Venetian blinds) and similar articles and parts thereof
297 3925.90 Other
298 3926.10 Office & School Supplies
299 3926.20 Gloves used in sports
300 3926.30 Fittings for furniture, coachwork of the like
301 3926.40 Statuettes and other ornamental articles
302 3926.90 Synthetic floats for fishing nets 
303 4007.00 Rubber cord

304 4009.11
Tubes, pipes and hoses, of vulcanised rubber other than hard rubber, with or without their fittings: Without 
fittings

305 4009.12 With fittings
306 4009.21 Without fittings
307 4009.22 With fittings
308 4009.31 Without fittings
309 4009.32 With fittings
310 4009.41 Without fittings
311 4009.42 With fittings

312 4010.31
Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross section (V belts), V ribbed, of an outside 
circumference exceeding 60 cm but not exceeding 180 cm:For vehicles of chapter 87

313 4010.32
Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross section (V belts), other than V ribbed, of an 
outside circumference exceeding 60 cm but not exceeding 180 cm:For vehicles of chapter 
87

314 4010.33
Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross section (V belts), Vribbed, of an outside 
circumference exceeding 180 cm but not exceeding 240 cm:For vehicles of chapter 87

315 4010.34
Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross section (V belts), other than V ribbed, of an 
outside circumference exceeding 180 cm but not exceeding 240 cm:For vehicles of chapter 
87

316 4011.10
New pneumatic tyres, of rubber.Of a kind used on motor cars (including station wagons and 
racing cars)

317 4011.20 Of a kind used on buses or lorries :
318 4011.40 Of a kind used on motorcycles
319 4011.50 Of a kind used on bicycles
320 4011.61 Of a kind used on agricultural or forestry vehicles and machines

321 4011.62
Of a kind used on construction or industrial handling vehicles and machines and having a 
rim size not exceeding 61 cm

322 4011.63
Of a kind used on construction or industrial handling vehicles and machines and having a 
rim size not exceeding 61 cm

323 4011.69 Other
324 4011.92 Of a kind used on agricultural or forestry vehicles and machines
325 4011.93 Of a kind used on construction or industrial handling vehicles and

326 4011.94
Of a kind used on construction or industrial handling vehicles and machines and having a 
rim size exceeding 61 cm

327 4011.99 Other

328 4012.11
Retreaded or used pneumatic tyres of rubber; solid or cushion tyres, tyre treads and tyre 
flaps, of rubber.Of a kind used on motor cars (including station wagons and racing cars)

329 4012.12 Of a kind used on buses or lorries
330 4012.13 Of a kind used on aircraft
331 4012.19 Other
332 4012.20 Used pneumatic tyres
333 4012.90 Other

334 4013.10
Inner tubes, of rubber.Of a kind used on motor cars (including station wagons and racing 
cars),buses or lorries:

335 4013.20 Of a kind used on bicycles
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336 4013.90 Other:
337 4015.11 Surgical gloves
338 4016.93 Gaskets, washers and other seals:
339 4016.95 Other inflatable articles
340 4016.99 Other:

341 4202.19
Other Trunks, suitcases, vanitycases, executivecases, brief cases, school satchels and 
similar containers:

342 4410.21 Unworked or not further worked than sanded
343 4410.29 Other
344 4410.31 Unworked or not further worked than sanded
345 4410.32 Surface- covered with melamine- impregnated paper
346 4410.33 Surface- covered with decorative laminates of plastics
347 4410.39 Other
348 4410.90 Other:

349 4411.19
Other:Fibreboard of wood or other ligneous materials, whether or not bonded with resins or 
other organic substances.

350 4411.21 Not mechanically worked or surface covered

351 4411.29 Other :Fibreboard of a density exceeding 0.5 g/cm3 but not exceeding 0.8 g/cm3:
352 4411.39 Other :Fibreboard of a density exceeding 0.35 g/cm3 but not exceeding 0.5 g/cm3:

353 4412.13
With at least one outer ply of tropical wood specified in Subheading Note1 to this Chapter

354 4412.14 Other, with at least one outer ply of nonconiferous wood
355 4412.19 Other
356 4412.22 With at least one ply of tropical wood specified in Subheading Note 1 to this Chapter
357 4412.23 Other, containing at least one layer of particle board
358 4412.29 Other
359 4412.92 With at least one ply of tropical wood specified in Subheading Note 1 to this Chapter
360 4412.93 Other, containing ar least one layer   of particle board
361 4412.99 --Other
362 4707.2090 Other :Loose waste paper
363 4707.3090 Other :Loose waste paper
364 4707.9090 Other :Loose waste paper
365 4802.54 Weighing less than 40 g/ m²
366 4802.55 Weighing 40 g/ m² or more but not more than 150 g/ m², in rolls:

367 4802.56
Weighing 40 g/ m² or more but not more than 150 g/ m², in sheets with one side not 
exceeding 435 mm and the other side not exceeding 297mm in the unfolded state

368 4802.57 Other, weighing 40 g/ m² or more but not more than 150 g/ m²
369 4802.58 Weighing more than 150 g/ m² :
370 4802.61 In rolls
371 4802.62 In sheets with one side not exceeding 435 mm and the other side not

372 4803.00

Toilet or facial tissue stock, towel or napkin stock and similar paper of a kind used for 
household or sanitary purposes,  cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, whether or 
not creped, crinkled, embossed, perforated, surface coloured, surfacedecorated or printed,in 
rolls or sheets.

373 4804.11 Kraftliner:.Unbleached
374 4804.19 Kraftliner:Other
375 4804.21 Sack kraft paper:Unbleached
376 4804.29 Other
377 4804.31 Other kraft paper and paperboard weighing 150 g/m2 or less:Unbleached
378 4804.39 Other kraft paper and paperboard weighing 150 g/m2 or less:Other
379 4805.11 Fluting paper:Semichemical fluting paper 
380 4805.12 Fluting paper:Straw fluting paper
381 4808.10 Corrugated paper and paper board,whether or not perforated 
382 4808.20 Sack kraft paper, creped or crinkled, whether or not embossed or perforated
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383 4810.13

Paper and paperboard of a kind used for writing, printing or other graphic  purposes, not 
containing fibres obtained by a mechanical or chemimechanical process or of which not 
more than 10% by weight of the total fibre content consists of such fibres :In rolls:

384 4810.14
In sheets with one side not exceeding 435 mm and the other side not exceeding 297 mm in 
the unfolded state 

385 4810.19 Other
386 4810.22 Lightweight coated paper
387 4810.29 Other

388 4810.31
Bleached uniformly throughout the mass and of which more than 95% by weight of the total 
fibre content consists of wood fibres obtained by a chemical process, and weighing 150 
g/m2 or less

389 4810.32
Bleached uniformly throughout the mass and of which more than 95% by weight of the total 
fibre content consists of wood fibres obtained by a chemical process, and weighing 150 
g/m2 or less chemical process, and weighing more than 150 g/m2

390 4810.39 Other
391 4810.92 Multiply
392 4810.99 Other
393 4811.41 Gummed or adhesive paper and paperboard:Selfadhesive
394 4811.49 Other
395 4811.59 Other:
396 4811.90 Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres
397 4818.10 Toilet paper
398 4818.20 Handkerchiefs, cleansing or facial tissues and towels
399 4818.30 Tablecloths and serviettes

400 4818.40
Sanitary towels and tampons, napkins and napkin liners for babies and similar sanitary 
articles:

401 4818.50 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories
402 4818.90 Other
403 4819.10 Cartons, boxes and cases, of corrugated paper or paperboard 
404 4819.20 Folding cartons, boxes and cases, of non corrugated paper or paperboard
405 4819.30 Sacks and bags, having a base of a width of 40 cm or more 
406 4819.40 Other sacks and bags, including cones
407 4819.50 Other packing containers, including record sleeves

408 4819.60
Box files, letter trays, storage boxes and similar articles, of a kind used in offices, shops or 
the like

409 4820.10 Note books, order books and receipt books,Diaries
410 4820.20 Exercise books
411 5310.10 Unbleached
412 5310.90 Other:
413 5407.51 Unbleached or bleached
414 5407.52 Dyed
415 5407.53 Of yarns of different colours
416 5407.54 Printed
417 5407.61 Containing 85% or more by weight of nontextured polyester filaments
418 5407.69 Other
419 5407.71 Dyed
420 5407.72 Of yarns of different colours
421 5407.73 Printed

422 5407.74
Other woven fabrics, containing less than 85% by weight of synthetic filaments, mixed 
mainly or solely with cotton:

423 5407.81 Unbleached or bleached:
424 5407.82 Of yarn of different colours
425 5407.83 Printed:
426 5407.91 Unbleached or bleached 
427 5407.92 Dyed
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428 5407.93 Of yarns of different colours
429 5407.94 Printed

430 5512.11
Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, containing 85% or more by weight of synthetic 
staple fibres.Of 100% polyester staple fibres, unbleached

431 5512.19 Other:
432 5512.21 Unbleached or bleached
433 5512.29 Other

434 5513.11
Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, containing less than 85% by weight of such fibres, 
mixed mainly or solely with cotton, of a weight not exceeding 170 g/m2.Of polyester staple 
fibres, plain weave:

435 5513.12 3thread or 4thread twill, including cross twill, of polyester staple fibres:
436 5513.13 Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibres:
437 5513.19 Other woven fabrics:
438 5513.21 Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave:
439 5513.22 3thread or 4thread twill, including cross twill, of polyester staple fibres
440 5513.23 Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibres
441 5513.29 Other woven fabrics
442 5513.31 Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave   
443 5513.32 3thread or 4thread twill, including cross twill, of polyester staple fibres
444 5513.33 Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibres
445 5513.39 Other woven fabrics
446 5513.41 Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave
447 5513.42 3thread or 4thread twill, including cross twill, of polyester staple fibres
448 5513.43 Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibres
449 5513.49 Other woven fabrics

450 5514.11
Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, containing less than 85% by weight of such fibres, 
mixed mainly or solely with cotton, of a weight exceeding 170 g/m2.Of polyester staple 
fibres, plain weave

451 5514.12 3thread or 4thread twill,including cross twill, of polyester staple fibres
452 5514.13 Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibres
453 5514.19 Other woven fabrics
454 5514.21 Made from 65% to 80% polyester staple fibre and 35% to 20%cotton
455 5514.22 3thread or 4thread twill, including cross twill, of polyester staple fibres:
456 5514.23 Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibres:
457 5514.29 Other woven fabrics.
458 5514.31 Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave:
459 5514.32 3thread or 4thread twill, including cross twill, of polyester staple fibres
460 5514.33 Other woven fabrics of polyester fibres
461 5514.39 Other woven fabrics
462 5514.41 Of polyester staple fibres, plain weave:
463 5514.42 3thread or 4thread twill, including cross twill, of polyester staple fibres
464 5514.43 Other woven fabrics of polyester staple fibres
465 5514.49 Other woven fabrics

466 5515.11
Other woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres.Mixed mainly or solely with viscose rayon 
staple fibres:

467 5515.12 Mixed mainly or solely with manmade filaments:
468 5515.13 Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair
469 5515.21 Mixed mainly or solely with manmade filaments:
470 5515.22 Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair
471 5515.29 Other
472 5515.91 Mixed mainly or solely with  manmade filaments:
473 5515.92 Mixed mainly or solely with wool or fine animal hair
474 5515.99 Other
475 5516.12 Woven fabrics of artificial staple fibres.Dyed
476 5516.13 Of yarns of different colours
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477 5516.14 Printed
478 5516.21 Unbleached or bleached
479 5516.22 Dyed
480 5516.23 Of yarns of different colours
481 5516.24 Printed
482 5516.31 Unbleached or bleached
483 5516.32 Dyed
484 5516.33 Of yarns of different colours
485 5516.34 Printed
486 5516.41 Unbleached or bleached:
487 5516.42 Dyed:
488 5516.43 Of yarns of different colours
489 5516.44 Printed
490 5516.91 Unbleached or bleached
491 5516.92 Dyed
492 5516.93 Of yarns of different colours
493 5516.94 Printed
494 5601.10 Sanitary towels and tampons, napkins and napkin liners for babies
495 5601.22 Of manmade fibres
496 5702.10 "Kelem", "Schumacks", "Karamanie" and similar handwoven rugs
497 5702.20 Floor coverings of coconut fibres (coir)
498 5702.31 Of wool or fine animal hair
499 5702.32 Of manmade textile materials:
500 5702.41 Of wool or fine animal hair:
501 5702.42 Synthetic turf for sports fields  
502 5702.51 Of wool or fine animal hair 
503 5702.52 Of manmade textile materials
504 5702.59 Of other textile materials:
505 5702.91 Of wool or fine animal hair
506 5702.92 Of manmade textile materials :

507 5702.99
Carpets and other textile floor covering, not of pile construction (madeup) of textile material 
other than wool, coir, jute and manmade textile materials, woven 

508 5703.10
Carpets and other textile floor coverings,tufted,whether or not made up.Of wool or fine 
animal hair 

509 5703.20 Of nylon or other polyamides:
510 5703.30 Of other manmade textile materials:
511 5703.90 Of other textile materials

512 5704.10
Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of felt, not tufted or flocked, whether or not made 
up.Tiles, having a maximum surface area of 0.3 m2

513 5704.90 Other
514 5705.00 Other carpets and other textile floor coverings,whether or not made up.
515 5801.31 Uncut weft pile fabrics
516 5801.32 Cut corduroy
517 5801.33 Other weft pile fabrics
518 5801.34 Warp pile fabrics, épinglé (uncut) 
519 5801.35 Warp pile fabrics, cut
520 5801.36 Chenille fabrics
521 5801.90 Of other textile materials
522 5804.21 Of manmade fibres

523 5806.10
Woven pile fabrics (including terry towelling and similar terry fabrics) and chenille fabrics 

524 5807.90 Other

525 5809.00
Woven fabrics of metal thread and woven fabrics of metallised yarn of heading 56.05, of a 
kind used in apparel, as furnishing fabrics or for similar purposes, not elsewhere specified or 
included.
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526 5810.92 Of manmade fibres
527 5901.90 Other: BUCKRAM  
528 6001.22 Of manmade fibres
529 6001.92 Of manmade fibres
530 6003.30 Of synthetic fibres
531 6005.31 Of synthetic fibres:Unbleached or bleached
532 6005.32 Dyed:
533 6005.33 Of yarns of different colours
534 6005.34 Printed:
535 6006.31 Of synthetic fibres:Unbleached or bleached
536 6006.32 Dyed
537 6006.33 Of yarns of different colours
538 6006.34 Printed
539 6103.32 Of cotton:
540 6103.33 Of synthetic fibres:
541 6103.39 Of other textile materials
542 6103.41 Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts:Of wool or fine animal hair
543 6103.42 Of cotton:
544 6103.43 Of synthetic fibres:
545 6103.49 Of other textile materials
546 6105.10 Men's or boys' shirts,knitted or crocheted.Of cotton:
547 6105.20 Of manmade fibres:
548 6107.11 Men's or boys' Underpants and briefs:Of cotton:
549 6107.12 Of manmade fibres:
550 6107.19 Of other textile materials
551 6107.21 Nightshirts and pyjamasOf cotton:
552 6107.22 Of manmade fibres:
553 6107.29 Of other textile materials
554 6107.91 Other:Of  cotton:
555 6107.92 Of manmade fibres:
556 6107.99 Of other textile materials

557 6108.11
Women's or girls' slips, petticoats, briefs, panties, nightdresses, pyjamas, négligés, 
bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles, knitted or crocheted.Slips and petticoats:Of 
manmade fibres:

558 6108.19 Of other textile materials
559 6108.21 Briefs and panties:Of cotton:
560 6108.22 Of manmade fibres:
561 6108.29 Of other textile materials
562 6108.31 Nightdresses and pyjamas:Of cotton:
563 6108.32 Of manmade fibres:
564 6108.39 Of other textile materials
565 6108.91 Other:Of cotton:
566 6108.92 Of manmade fibres:
567 6108.99 Of other textile materials
568 6109.10 Tshirts, singlets and other vests, knitted or crochetedOf terry cotton:
569 6109.90 Made from manmade fibres

570 6110.11
Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats and similar articles, knitted or crocheted.Of  wool

571 6110.12 Of Kashmir (cashmere) goats
572 6110.19 Other
573 6110.20 Of  cotton:
574 6110.30 Of manmade fibres:
575 6110.90 Of other textile materials

576 6111.10
Babies' garments and clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted.Of wool or fine animal hair
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577 6111.20 Of cotton:
578 6111.30 Of manmade fibres:
579 6111.90 Of other textile materials
580 6112.11 Track suits:Of cotton:
581 6112.12 Of manmade fibres:
582 6112.19 Of other textile materials
583 6112.20 Ski suits
584 6112.31 Men's or boys' swimwear:Of synthetic fibres:
585 6112.39 Of other textile materials
586 6112.41 Women's or girls' swimwear:Of synthetic fibres:
587 6112.49 Of other textile materials
588 6113.00 Garments, made up of knitted or crocheted fabrics of heading 59.03,Of cotton:
589 6114.10 Other garments, knitted or crocheted.Of wool or fine animal hair
590 6114.20 Of cotton:
591 6114.30 Of manmade fibres:
592 6114.90 Of other textile materials

593 6115.11
Panty hose and tights:Of synthetic fibres, measuring per single yarn less than 67 decitex:

594 6115.12 Of other textile materials:
595 6115.91 Other:
596 6115.92 Of cotton:
597 6115.93 Of synthetic fibres:
598 6115.99 Of other textile materials
599 6117.10 Shawls, scarves, mufflers,mantillas, veils and the like:Of cotton:
600 6117.20 Of cotton:
601 6117.80 Other accessories
602 6117.90 Parts

603 6203.11
Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches 
and shorts (other than swimwear).Suits:Of wool or fine animal hair 

604 6203.12 Of synthetic fibres:
605 6203.19 Of terry cotton:
606 6203.21 Of wool or fine animal hair
607 6203.22 Of terry cotton:
608 6203.23 Of synthetic fibres:
609 6203.29 Of other textile materials
610 6203.31 Jackets and blazers:Of wool or fine animal hair 
611 6203.32 Of terry cotton:
612 6203.33 Of synthetic fibres:
613 6203.39 Of other textile materials
614 6203.41 Of wool or fine animal hair
615 6203.42 Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts:Of terry cotton:
616 6203.43 Of synthetic fibres:
617 6203.49 Of other textile materials
618 6204.11 Women's or girls' Suits:Of wool or fine animal hair
619 6204.12 Of terry cotton:
620 6204.13 Of synthetic fibres:
621 6204.19 Of other textile materials
622 6204.21 Ensembles:Of wool or fine animal hair
623 6204.22 Of terry cotton:
624 6204.23 Of synthetic fibres:
625 6204.29 Of other textie materials
626 6204.31 Jackets and blazers:Of wool or fine animal hair
627 6204.32 Of terry cotton:
628 6204.33 Of synthetic fibres:
629 6204.39 Of other textile materials
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630 6204.41 Dresses:Of wool or fine animal hair
631 6204.42 Of cotton
632 6204.43 Of synthetic fibres:
633 6204.44 Of artificial fibres
634 6204.49 Of other textile materials
635 6204.51 Of wool or fine animal hair
636 6204.52 Of terry cotton:
637 6204.53 Of synthetic fibres:
638 6204.59 Of other textile materials
639 6204.61 Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts:Of wool or fine animal hair
640 6204.62 Of terry cotton:
641 6204.63 Of synthetic fibres:
642 6204.69 Of other textile materials
643 6205.10 Men's or boys' shirts.Of wool or fine animal hair
644 6205.20 Of cotton:&blended cotton
645 6205.30 Of manmade fibres:
646 6205.90 Of other textile materials
647 6206.10 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirtblouses.Of silk or silk waste
648 6206.20 Of wool or fine animal hair
649 6206.30 Other cotton:
650 6206.40 Of manmade fibres:
651 6206.90 Of other textile materials
652 6207.11 Men's or boys' Underpants and briefs:Of terry cotton:
653 6207.19 Of other textile materials:
654 6207.21 Nightshirts and pyjamas:Of terry cotton:
655 6207.22 Of manmade fibres:
656 6207.29 Of other textile materials
657 6207.91 Other:Of terry cotton:
658 6207.92 Of manmade fibres:
659 6207.99 Of other textile materials
660 6208.11 Women's or girls' Slips and petticoats:Of manmade fibres:
661 6208.19 Of terry cotton:
662 6208.21 Nightdresses and pyjamas:Of terry cotton:
663 6208.22 Of manmade fibres:
664 6208.29 Of other textile materials
665 6208.91 Other:Of terry cotton:
666 6208.92 Of manmade fibres:
667 6208.99 Of other textile materials
668 6209.10 Babies' garments and clothing accessories.Of wool or fine animal hair
669 6209.20 Of terry cotton:
670 6209.30 Of synthetic fibres:
671 6209.90 Of other textile materials
672 6210.10 Garments made upOf fabrics of heading 56.02 or 56.03
673 6210.20 Other garments, of the type described in subheadings 6201.11 to 6201.19 
674 6210.30 Other garments, of the type described in subheadings 6202.11 to 6202.19
675 6210.40 Other men's or boys' garments
676 6210.50 Other women's or girls' garments 
677 6211.11 Swimwear:Men's or boys'
678 6211.12 Women's or girls'
679 6211.20 Ski suits Of terry cotton:
680 6211.31 Other garments, men's or boy's:Of wool or fine animal hair
681 6211.32 Of terry cotton:
682 6211.33 Of manmade fibres:
683 6211.39 Of other textile materials
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684 6211.41 Other garments, women's or girls':Of wool or fine animal hair
685 6211.42 Of terry cotton:
686 6211.43 Of manmade fibres:
687 6211.49 Of other textile materials
688 6212.10 Brassieres:
689 6212.20 Girdles and pantygirdles:
690 6212.30 Corselettes
691 6212.90 Other:
692 6214.10 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like.Of silk or silk waste
693 6214.20 Of wool or fine animal hair
694 6214.30 Of synthetic fibres:
695 6214.40 Of artificial fibres
696 6214.90 Of terry cotton:
697 6215.90 Of terry cotton:
698 6216.00 Gloves, mittens and mitts.Of terry cotton:
699 6302.10 Bed linen, knitted or crocheted:Made from cotton terry.
700 6302.22 Of manmade fibres
701 6304.93 Not knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibres
702 6305.10 Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of goods.Of jute 
703 6305.33 Other of Polyproplyne or Polyproplyne strip or the like
704 6402.19 OtherSports footwear:
705 6402.20 Footwear with upper straps or thongs assembled to the sole by means of plugs 
706 6402.99 Other footwear:

707 6403.19
Other : Sports footwear:with outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather or composition leather 
and uppers of leather.

708 6403.20
Footwear with outer soles of leather, and uppers which consist of leather straps across the 
instep and around the big toe

709 6403.40 Other footwear, incorporating a protective metal toecap 
710 6403.51 Covering the ankle
711 6403.59 Other
712 6403.91 Covering the ankle
713 6403.99 Other

714 6404.11
Sports Footwear with outer soles of rubber or plastics:r; tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym 
shoes, training shoes and the like

715 6404.19 Other
716 6404.20 Footwear with outer soles of leather or composition leather
717 6405.10 With uppers of leather or composition leather
718 6405.20 With uppers of textile materials
719 6405.90 Other:

720 6805.10
Natural or artificial abrasive powder or grain, on a base of textile material, of paper, of 
paperboard or of other materials, whether or not cut to shape or sewn or otherwise made 
up.On a base of woven textile fabric only

721 6806.10
Slag wool, rock wool and similar mineral wools (including intermixtures thereof), in bulk, 
sheets or rolls

722 6813.10
Brake linings and pads(Non asbestos should not be importable for environment friendly 
purpose)

723 6901.00
Bricks, blocks, tiles and other ceramic goods of siliceous fossil meals (for example, 
kieselguhr, tripolite or diatomite) or of similar siliceous earths.

724 6902.10

Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory ceramic constructional goods, other 
than those of siliceous fossil meals or similar siliceous earths.Containing by weight, singly or 
together, more than 50% of the elements Mg, Ca or Cr, expressed as MgO, CaO or Cr2O3:

725 6902.20
Containing by weight more than 50% of alumina  (Al2O3), of silica (SiO2) or of a mixture or 
compound of these products:

726 6902.90 Other: 
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727 6908.10
Tiles, cubes and similar articles, whether or not rectangular, the largest surface area of 
which is capable of being enclosed in a square the side of  which is less than 7cm

728 6908.90
OtherGlazed ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles; glazed ceramic mosaic cubes 
and the like, whether or not on a backing.

729 6909.11 Of porcelain or china
730 6909.12 Articles having a hardness equivalent to 9 or more on the Mohs scale
731 6909.19 Other
732 6909.90 Other

733 6910.90
Other Ceramic sinks, wash basins, wash basin pedestals, baths, bidets, water closet pans, 
flushing cisterns, urinals and similar sanitary fixtures.

734 6911.10 Tableware and kitchenware:
735 6911.90 Other

736 6912.00
Ceramic tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and toilet articles, other than of 
porcelain or china.

737 7002.39 Other:Glass Tubes:
738 7005.10 Nonwired glass, having an absorbent, reflecting or nonreflecting layer

739 7005.21

Float glass and surface ground or polished glass, in sheets, whether or not having an 
absorbent, reflecting or nonreflecting layer, but not otherwise worked.                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Other nonwired glass:Coloured throughout the mass (body tinted), opacified, flashed or 
merely surface ground

740 7005.29 Other
741 7005.30 Wired glass

742 7007.11
Toughened (tempered) safety glass:Of size and shape suitable for incorporation in vehicles, 
aircraft, spacecraft or vessels

743 7007.21
Laminated safety glass:Of size and shape suitable for incorporation in vehicles, 
aircraft,spacecraft or vessels

744 7009.10 Rearview mirrors for vehicles
745 7010.10 Ampoules
746 7010.20 Stoppers, lids and  other closures
747 7013.29 OtherDrinking glasses other than of glassceramics:

748 7014.00
Signalling glassware and optical elements of glass(other than those of heading 70.15), not 
optically worked.

749 7208.40 Not in coils, not further worked than hotrolled, with patterns in relief:

750 7208.53
Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4.75 mm:Of secondary quality & Others

751 7208.54
Other, not in coils, not further worked than hotrolled: Of a thickness of less than 3 mm:

752 7208.90 Other:

753 7209.26
Not in coils, not further worked than coldrolled (coldreduced): Of a thickness exceeding 1 
mm but less than 3 mm:

754 7209.27
Not in coils, not further worked than coldrolled (coldreduced): Of a thickness of 0.5 mm or 
more but not exceeding 1 mm:

755 7209.90 Other:

756 7210.11
Flatrolled products of iron or nonalloy steel, of width of 600 mm or more, clad, plated or 
coated.Plated or coated with tin:Of a thickness of 0.5 mm or more

757 7210.12 Of a thickness of less than 0.5 mm Otherwise plated or coated with zinc:

758 7211.13

Flatrolled products of iron or nonalloy steel, of a width of less than 600 mm, not clad, plated 
or coated.Not further worked than hotrolled:Rolled on four faces or in a closed box pass, of 
a width exceeding 150 mm and a thickness of not less than 4 mm, not in coils and without 
patterns in relief 

759 7213.10 Bars and rods, hotrolled, in irregularly wound coils, of iron or nonalloy steel.Containing 
indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the rolling process:

760 7213.20 Other, of freecutting steel:
761 7213.91 Of circular crosssection measuring less than 14mm in diameter:
762 7213.99 Other:

763 7215.10 Other bars and rods of iron or nonalloy steel.Of freecutting steel, not further worked than 
coldformed or coldfinished:
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765 7215.90 Other:

766 7216.10
U, I or H sections, not further worked than hotrolled, hotdrawn orextruded, of a height of less 
than 80mm

767 7216.21 L sections
768 7216.22 T sections

769 7216.31
U sections:not further worked than hotrolled, hotdrawn or extruded of a height of 80 mm or 
more:

770 7216.32 I sections:
771 7216.33 H sections:

772 7216.40
L or T sections, not further worked than hotrolled, hotdrawn or extruded,of a height of 80mm 
or more:

773 7216.50
Other angles, shapes and sections, not further worked than hotrolled, hotdrawn or extruded

774 7216.61
Angles, shapes and sections, not further worked than coldformed or coldfinished:Obtained 
from flatrolled products

775 7216.69 Other
776 7216.91 Other:Coldformed or coldfinished from flatrolled products
777 7216.99 Other
778 7217.30 Wire of iron or nonalloy steel.Plated or coated with other base metals:
779 7227.20  Of silicomanganese steel 
780 7228.20 Spring steel(SUP  9 and equivalent)
781 7303.00 Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, of cast iron.  
782 7304.10 Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines
783 7304.21 Drill pipe

784 7304.29
Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, seamless of iron (other than cast iron) or steel. Casing, 
tubing and drill pipe, of a kind used in drilling for oil or gas: Other

785 7304.31 Colddrawn or coldrolled (coldreduced)
786 7304.39 Other
787 7304.51 Colddrawn or coldrolled (coldreduced) 
788 7304.59 Other
789 7304.90 Other
790 7308.20 Towers and lattice masts
791 7308.30 Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds for doors
792 7308.40 Equipment for scaffolding, shuttering, propping or pitpropping
793 7308.90 Other

794 7309.00
Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers for any material (other than compressed or 
liquefied gas), of iron or steel, of a capacity exceeding 300 l, whether or not lined or 
heatinsulated, but not fitted with mechanical or thermal equipment.

795 7310.10
Tanks, casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar containers, for any material (other than 
compressed or liquefied gas), of iron or steelOf a capacity of 50 l or more 

796 7310.21 Of a capacity of less than 50 l:
797 7310.29 Other
798 7311.00 Containers for compressed or liquefied gas, of iron or steel.
799 7312.10 Wire
800 7312.90 Other:
801 7314.19 Other:

802 7314.20
Grill, netting and fencing, welded at the intersection, of wire with a maximum crosssectional 
dimension of 3 mm or more and having a  mesh size of 100 cm2 or more

803 7314.31 Plated or coated with zinc
804 7314.39 Other
805 7314.41 Plated or coated with zinc
806 7314.42 Coated with plastics
807 7314.49 Other
808 7314.50 Expanded metal
809 7315.11 Chain and parts for vehicle of chapter 87
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810 7315.12 Other chain
811 7315.19 Parts
812 7315.20 Skid chain
813 7315.81 Studlink
814 7315.82 Other, welded link
815 7315.89 Other
816 7315.90 Other parts

817 7317.00
Nails, tacks, drawing pins, corrugated nails, staples (other than those of heading 83.05) and 
similar articles, of iron or steel, whether or not with heads of other material, but excluding 
such articles with heads of copper.

818 7318.11 Coach screws
819 7318.12 Other wood screws
820 7318.13 Screw hooks and screw rings
821 7318.14 Selftapping screws
822 7318.15 Other screws and bolts, whether or not with their nuts or washers:
823 7318.16 High tensile (DIN Grade 8.8. ASTM A325 or ASTM A 193 B7)
824 7318.19 Other
825 7318.21 Spring washers and other lock washers:
826 7318.22 Other washers
827 7318.23 Rivets
828 7318.24 Cotters and cotterpins
829 7318.29 Other
830 7320.10 Leafsprings and leaves therefor
831 7320.20 Helical springs
832 7320.90 Other:Of a kind solely and principally used in manufacture of video cassettes
833 7321.11 Cooking appliances and plate warmers:For gas fuel or for both gas and other fuels:
834 7321.12 For liquid fuel
835 7321.13 For solid fuel
836 7321.81 For gas fuel or for both  gas and other fuels
837 7321.82 Other appliances:For liquid fuel
838 7321.83 For solid fuel
839 7321.90 Parts
840 7324.10 Sinks/Wash basins 
841 7325.10 Other cast articles of iron or steel.Of nonmalleable cast iron 
842 7325.91 Other:Grinding balls and similar articles for mills
843 7325.99 Other
844 7326.11 Grinding balls and similar articles for mills
845 7326.19 Other:
846 7326.20 Articles of iron or steel wire
847 7326.90 Other:
848 7407.10 Copper bars, rods and profiles.Of refined copper:
849 7408.11 Of which the maximum cross-sectional dimension exceeds 6 mm
850 7408.19 Other
851 7411.10 Copper tubes and pipes.Of refined copper

852 7412.10
Copper tube or pipe fittings (for example, couplings, elbows, sleeves).Of refined copper

853 7413.00 Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and the like, of copper, not electrically insulated.
854 7508.90 Nickel Rotary Printing Screen
855 7604.10  bars, rods and profiles.Of aluminium, not alloyed:
856 7604.29 Other:
857 7605.11 Of which the maximum cross- sectional dimension exceeds 7mm
858 7605.19+B392Other
859 7606.92 Of aluminium alloys
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860 7607.11
Aluminium foil (whether or not printed or backed with paper, paperboard, plastics or similar 
backing materials) of a thickness (excluding any backing) not exceeding 0.2mm.Not 
backed:Rolled but not further worked

861 7607.19 Other
862 7607.20 Backed
863 7612.10 -Collapsible tubular containers

864 7612.90

Other:Aluminium casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar containers including rigid or 
collapsible tubular containers), for any material (other than compressed or liquefied gas), of 
a capacity not exceeding 300 l, whether or not lined or heatinsulated, but not fitted with 
mechanical or thermal equipment.

865 7614.10
Stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and the like, of aluminium, not electrically 
insulated.With steel core

866 7614.90 Other
867 8208.90 OtherKnives and cutting blades, for machines or for mechanical appliances.

868 8211.10
Knives with cutting blades, serrated or not (including pruning knives), other than knives of 
heading 82.08, and blades therefor                                             Sets of assorted articles

869 8211.91 Other:Table knives having fixed blades
870 8211.92 Other knives having fixed blades
871 8211.93 Knives having other than fixed blades
872 8211.94 Blades
873 8211.95 Handles of base metal
874 8301.20 Locks of a kind used for motor vehicles
875 8301.30 Locks of a kind used for furniture
876 8301.60 Parts
877 8302.30 Other mountings, fittings and similar articles suitable for motor vehicles

878 8310.00
Signplates, name plates, addressplates and similar plates, numbers,letters and other 
symbols, of base metal, excluding those of heading 94.05

879 8311.10 Coated electrodes of base metal, for electric arcwelding        
880 8311.20 Cored wired of base metal, for electric arcwelding
881 8311.30 Coated rods and cored wire, of base metal, for soldering, brazing or welding by flame
882 8311.90 Other, including parts

883 8402.11
Steam or other vapour generating boilers:    Watertube boilers with a steam production 
exceeding 45 t per hour:

884 8402.12 Watertube boilers with a steam production not exceeding 45 ton per hour
885 8402.19 Other vapour generating boilers, including hybrid boilers:
886 8402.20 Superheated water boilers
887 8403.10 Central heating boilers other than those of heading 84.02.
888 8403.90 Parts
889 8404.10 Auxiliary plant for use with boilers of heading 84.02 or 84.03
890 8404.20 Condensers for steam or other vapour power units
891 8404.90 Parts
892 8407.31 Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 50 cc

893 8407.32
Reciprocating piston engines of a kind used for the propulsion of vehicles of chapter 87:Of a 
cylinder capacity exceeding 50cc but not exceeding 250 cc

894 8407.33 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 250 cc but not exceeding 1,000 cc
895 8407.34 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,000 cc
896 8407.90 Gas engines Of a kind used for the propulsion of vehicles of chapter 87
897 8408.20 Engines of a kind used for the propulsion of vehicles of chapter 87
898 8408.90 Other engines
899 8409.91 Rings/cylinders for pistons of vehicles of Chapter 87
900 8409.99 Rings/cylinders for pistons of vehicles of Chapter 87
901 8413.11 Pumps for dispensing fuel or lubricants, of the type used in fillingstations or in garages
902 8413.19 Other:
903 8413.20 Hand pumps, other than those of subheading 8413.11 or 8413.19 
904 8413.30 Fuel, lubricating or cooling medium pumps for internal combustion piston engines:
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905 8413.50 Other reciprocating positive displacement pumps
906 8413.70 Other centrifugal pumps
907 8413.81 Pumps:
908 8413.82 Liquid elevators
909 8413.91 Parts:Of pumps
910 8414.20 Hand or foot operated air pumps

911 8414.51
Fans: Table, floor, wall, window, ceiling or roof fans, with a selfcontained electric motor of an 
output not exceeding 125 W:

912 8414.59 Other:
913 8414.60 Hoods having a maximum horizontal side not exceeding 120 cm
914 8414.80 Other
915 8414.90 Parts
916 8415.10 Air conditioning machines,Window or wall types, selfcontained or "splitsystem"
917 8415.20 Of a kind used for persons, in motor vehicles(reversible heat pumps)

918 8415.81
Other:Incorporating a refrigerating unit and a valve for reversal of the cooling/heat cycle 
(reversible heat pumps)

919 8415.82 Other, incorporating a refrigerating unit
920 8415.83 Not incorporating a refrigerating unit
921 8415.90 Parts:
922 8418.10 Combined refrigeratorfreezers, fitted with separate external doorshousehold type
923 8418.21 Refrigerators, household type:Compression type
924 8418.30 Freezers of the chest type, not exceeding 800 l capacity

925 8418.50
Other refrigerating or freezing chests, cabinets, display counters,showcases and similar 
refrigerating or freezing furniture

926 8418.61
Other refrigerating or freezing equipment; heat pumps:Compression type units  whose 
condensers are heat exchangers:

927 8418.69 Other
928 8418.91 Parts: designed to receive refrigerating or freezing equipment
929 8418.99 Other:
930 8419.11 Instantaneous gas water heaters 
931 8419.19 Other
932 8419.40 Dryers:Distilling or rectifying plant
933 8419.50 Heat exchange units Other machinery, plant and equipment:
934 8419.81 For making hot drinks or for cooking or heating food
935 8419.89 Other
936 8419.90 Parts
937 8421.12 Clothesdryers
938 8421.21 Filtering or purifying machinery For filtering or purifying water
939 8421.22 For filtering or purifying beverages other than water
940 8421.23 Oil or petrolfilters for internal combustion engines
941 8421.29 Other
942 8421.31 Intake air filter for internal combustion engines
943 8421.39 Other:Filtering or purifying mahcinery and apparatus for gases:
944 8421.91 Parts:Of centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers
945 8421.99 Other
946 8424.10 Fire extinguishers, whether or not charged
947 8424.20 Spray guns and similar appliances
948 8424.89 Other
949 8427.20 Other selfpropelled trucks:
950 8438.30 Machinery for sugar manufacture
951 8438.40 Brewery machinery
952
953 8446.10 For weaving fabrics of a width not exceeding 30cm (looms).
954 8446.21 Power looms For weaving fabrics of a width exceeding 30 cm, shuttle type:
955 8448.33 Spindles, spindle flyers, spinning rings and ring travellers
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956 8448.42 Reeds for looms, healds and healdframes:

957 8450.12
Other Household or laundrytype washingMachines, each of a dry linen capacity not 
exceeding 10 kg:, with builtin centrifugal drier

958 8450.19 Other
959 8450.20 Machines, each of a dry linen capacity exceeding 10 kg
960 8450.90 Parts
961 8452.10 Sewing machines of the household type:
962 8471.6071 Coloured CRT monitors in used/second hand condition
963 8474.10 Sorting, screening, separating or washing machines:
964 8474.31 Concrete or mortar mixers:
965 8474.39 Other
966 8474.80 Other machinery:
967 8481.10 Pressurereducing  valves
968 8481.30 Check (nonreturn) valves
969 8481.40 Safety or relief valves
970 8481.80 Other appliances
971 8483.10 Transmission shafts (including cam shafts and crank shafts) and cranks:
972 8483.30 Bearing housings, not incorporating ball or roller bearings; plain shaft bearings:

973 8483.40
Gears and gearing, other than toothed wheels, chain sprockets an other transmission 
elements presented separately; ball or roller screws; gear boxes and other speed changers, 
including torque converters: For vehicles of chapter 87.

974 8483.50 flywheel and pully, including puly blocks.
975 8483.60 Clutches

976 8483.90
Toothed wheels, chain sprockets and other transmission elements presented separately; 
parts

977 8484.10

Gaskets and similar joints of metal sheeting combined with other material or of two or more 
layers of metal; sets or assortments of gaskets and similar joints, dissimilar in composition , 
put up in pouches, envelopes or similar packings mechanical seals For Chapter 87.

978 8484.20 other 
979 8484.90 Other

980 8485.90
OtherMachinery parts, not containing electrical connectors, insulators, coils, contacts or 
other electrical features, not specified or included elsewhere in this Chapter.

981 8501.51 Of an output not exceeding 750 W
982 8501.52 Of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 75 kW
983 8501.53 Of an output exceeding 75 kW:
984 8501.61 AC generators (alternators):     Of an output not exceeding 75 kVA
985 8501.62 Of an output exceeding 75 kVA but not exceeding 375 kVA
986 8501.63 Of an output exceeding 375 kVA but not exceeding 750 kVA
987 8501.64 Of an output exceeding 750 kVA

988 8502.11
Generating sets with compressionignition internal combustion piston engines (diesel or 
semidiesel engines):                                                                       Of an output not exceeding 
75 kVA:

989 8502.12 Of an output not exceeding 5 kVA
990 8502.13 Liquid dielectric transformers:

991 8503.00
Parts suitable for use solely  or principally with the machines of heading 85.01 or 85.02

992 8504.10 Ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes

993 8504.21
Liquid dielectric transformers:Having a power handling capacity not exceeding 650 kVA

994 8504.22 Having a power handling capacity exceeding 650 kVA but not exceeding 10,000 kVA
995 8504.23 Having a power handling capacity exceeding 10,000 kVA
996 8504.31 Other transformers:Having a power handling capacity not exceeding 1 kVA
997 8504.32 Having a power handling capacity exceeding 1 kVA but not exceeding 16 kVA
998 8504.33 Having a power handling capacity exceeding 16 kVA but not exceeding 500 kVA 
999 8504.34 Having a power handling capacity exceeding 500 kVA
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1000 8507.10
Electric accumulators, including separators ther efor, whether or not rectangular (including 
square).Parts:Leadacid, of a kind used for starting piston engines

1001 8507.20 Other leadacid accumulators
1002 8511.20 Ignition magnetos; magneto dynamos; magnetic flywheels
1003 8511.30 Distributors; ignition coils
1004 8511.40 Starter Motors
1005 8511.50 Other generators
1006 8511.80 Other equipment
1007 8511.90 Parts
1008 8512.20 Other lighting or visual signalling equipment:
1009 8512.30 Sound signaling equipment of a kind used with motorcycles
1010 8512.40 Windscreen wipers, defrosters and demisters
1011 8512.90 Parts
1012 8516.10 Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters
1013 8516.40 Electric smoothing irons
1014 8516.50 Microwave ovens
1015 8516.60 Other ovens; cookers, cooking plates, boiling rings, grillers and roasters:
1016 8516.80 Electric heating resistors:
1017 8517.11 Line telephone sets with cordless handsets
1018 8517.19 Other
1019 8517.30 Telephonic or telegraphic switching apparatus
1020 8517.50 Other apparatus, for carrierscurrent line systems or for digital line systems
1021 8517.80 Other apparatus:
1022 8518.21 Single loudspeakers, mounted in their enclosure
1023 8518.22 Multiple loudspeakers, mounted in the same enclosure
1024 8518.29 Other:
1025 8520.33 Other, cassette type
1026 8521.10 V.C.R./VCP 
1027 8521.90 Laser video Disc Player

1028 8523.11
Prepared unrecorded media for sound recording or similar recording of other phenomena, 
other than products of Chapter 37.Magnetic tapes:Of a width not exceeding 4 mm

1029 8523.12 Of a width exceeding 4 mm but not exceeding 6.5 mm
1030 8523.13 Of a width exceeding 6.5 mm
1031 8524.32 For reproducing sound only
1032 8524.40 Magnetic tapes for reproducing phenomena other than sound or image
1033 8524.51 Of a width not exceeding 4 mm
1034 8524.52 Of a width exceeding 4 mm but not exceeding 6.5 mm
1035 8524.53 Of a width exceeding 6.5 mm
1036 8525.10 Transmission apparatus
1037 8525.20 Transmission apparatus incorporating reception apparatus
1038 8527.12 Pocketsize radio cassette players
1039 8527.13 Other apparatus combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus 
1040 8527.21 Combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus
1041 8527.29 Other

1042 8528.12
Reception apparatus for television, whether or not incorporating radiobroadcast receivers or 
sound or video recording or reproducing apparatus:Colour:

1043 8528.13 Black and white or other monochrome
1044 8528.21 Video monitors:   Colour
1045 8531.80 Other apparatus (winking devices)

1046 8532.10
Fixed capacitors designed for use in 50/60 Hz circuits and having a reactive power handling 
capacity of not less than 0.5 kvar (powercapacitors)

1047 8532.21 Other fixed capacitors:Tantalum
1048 8532.22 Aluminium electroylic
1049 8532.23 Ceramic dielectric, single layer
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1050 8532.24 Ceramic dielectric, multilayer
1051 8532.25 Dielectric of paper or plastics
1052 8532.29 Other
1053 8532.30 Variable or adjustable (preset) capacitors
1054 8532.90 Parts
1055 8534.00 Printed circuits.
1056 8535.10 Fuses
1057 8535.21 Automatic circuit breakers:For a voltage of less than 72.5 kV:
1058 8535.30 Isolating switches and makeand break switches
1059 8535.40 Lightening arrestors, voltage limiters and surge suppressors
1060 8536.10 Fuses
1061 8536.20 Automatic circuit breakers:
1062 8536.30 Other apparatus for protecting electrical circuits
1063 8536.49 Other Relays:
1064 8536.50 Other switches:Lampholders, plugs and sockets:
1065 8536.69 Other
1066 8536.90 Other apparatus:

1067 8537.10

Boards, panels, consoles, desks, cabinets and other bases, equipped with two or more 
apparatus of heading 85.35 or 85.36, for electric control or the distribution of electricity, 
including those incorporating instruments or apparatus of Chapter 90, and numerical control 
apparatus, other than switching apparatus of heading 85.17.For a voltage not exceeding 
1,000 V

1068 8537.20 For a voltage exceeding 1,000 V

1069 8538.10
Boards, panels, consoles, desks, cabinets and other bases for the goods of heading 85.37, 
not equipped with their apparatus

1070 8538.90 Other
1071 8539.10 Sealed beam lamp units
1072 8539.21 Other filament lamps, excluding ultraviolet or infrared lamps:
1073 8539.22 Tungsten halogen:
1074 8539.29 Other:
1075 8539.31 Discharge lamps, other than ultraviolet lamps:Fluorescent, hot cathode
1076 8544.11 Winding wire:Of copper:
1077 8544.19 Other
1078 8544.20 Coaxial cable and other coaxial electric conductors
1079 8544.30 Ignition wiring sets and other wiring sets of a kind used in vehicles,  aircraft or ships
1080 8544.41 Other electric conductors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V:
1081 8544.49 Other:

1082 8544.51
Other electric conductors, for a voltage exceeding 80 V but not exceeding 1,000 V:Fitted 
with connectors

1083 8544.59 Other:
1084 8544.70 Optical fibre cables
1085 8545.9010 For motor vehicles including tractors
1086 8546.10 Electrical insulators of any material.Of glass
1087 8546.20 Of ceramics
1088 8546.90 Other
1089 8547.10 Insulating fittings of cermics
1090 8547.20 Insulating fittings of plastics
1091 8547.90 Other
1092 8548.90 Other
1093 8701.10 Pedestrian controlled tractors
1094 8701.20 Road tractors for semitrailers
1095 8701.30 Tracklaying tractors
1096 8701.90 Other

1097 8702.10
Motor vehicles for the transport of ten or more persons, including the driver.With 
compressionignition internal combustion piston engine (diesel orsemidiesel)
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1098 8702.90 Other:

1099 8703.10
Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of persons (other 
than those of heading 87.02), including station wagons and racing cars.                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Vehicles specially designed for travelling on snow; golf cars and similar vehicles 

1100 8703.21
Other vehicles, with sparkignition internal combustion reciprocating piston engine:Of a 
cylinder capacity not exceeding 1,000cc

1101 8703.22 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,000cc but not exceeding 1,500 cc
1102 8703.23 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500cc but not exceeding 3,000cc:

1103 8703.24
Vehicles; sparkirnition internal combution reciprocating piston engine, cylinder capicity 3000 
cc

1104 8703.31
Other vehicles, with compressionignition internal combustion piston engine (diesel or 
semidiesel):Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1,500cc:

1105 8703.32 Vehicles, diesel/semidiesel, of cylinder capacity 15012500cc
1106 8703.33 Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2500cc
1107 8703.90 Other

1108 8704.10
Motor vehicles for the transport of goods.                                                                                                                                                                  
Dumpers designed for offhighway use

1109 8704.21
Other, with compressionignition internal combustion piston engine (diesel or semidiesel) 
g.v.w. not exceeding 5 tonnes

1110 8704.22 g.v.w. exceeding 5 tonnes but not exceeding 20 tonnes
1111 8704.23 g.v.w. exceeding 20 tonnes

1112 8704.31
Other, with sparkignition internal combustion piston engine g.v.w. not exceeding 5 tonnes

1113 8704.32 g.v.w. exceeding 5 tonnes

1114 8704.90
Motor vehciles for transport goods, Other, nes: Refer vans and Insulated road milk tanker.

1115 8705.10 Crane Lorries
1116 8705.30 Fire fighting vehicles
1117 8705.40 Concrete mixer lorries
1118 8705.90 Other special purpose motor vehicles, nes
1119 8706.00 Chassis fitted with engines, for the motor vehicles of headings  87.01 to 87.05

1120 8707.10
Bodies (including cabs), for the motor vehicles of headings  87.01 to 87.05.For the vehicles 
of heading  87.03

1121 8707.90 Bodies (including cabs): for vehicles of heading 8701~8705
1122 8708.10 Bumpers and parts thereof
1123 8708.21 Safety seat belts
1124 8708.29 Other
1125 8708.31 Mounted brake linings
1126 8708.39 Other
1127 8708.40 Gear boxes
1128 8708.50 Driveaxles with differential, whether or not provided with other
1129 8708.60 Nondriving axles and parts thereof
1130 8708.70 Road wheels and parts and accessories thereof
1131 8708.80 Suspension shockabsorbers
1132 8708.91 Radiators
1133 8708.92 Silencers and exhaust pipes
1134 8708.93 Clutches and parts thereof
1135 8708.94 Steering wheels, steering columns and steering boxes
1136 8708.99 Other

1137 8709.11

Works trucks, self propelled, not fitted with lifting or handling equipment, of the type used in 
factories, warehouses, dock areas or airports for short distance transport of goods; tractors 
of the type used on railway station platforms; parts of the foregoing vehicles: Electrical

1138 8709.19 Vehicles, others
1139 8709.90 Parts
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1140 8711.10
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with or without 
sidecars; sidecars.With reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a cylinder 
capacity not exceeding 50cc

1141 8711.20
With reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a  cylinder capacity exceeding 50cc 
but not exceeding 250cc

1142 8711.30
With reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 250 cc 
but not exceeding 500 cc:

1143 8711.40
With reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 500 cc 
but not exceeding 800cc

1144 8711.50
With reciprocating internal combustion piston engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 800cc

1145 8711.90 Other
1146 8712.00 Bicycles and other cycles (including delivery tricycles), not motorised. 
1147 8713.90 Motorized or otherwise mechnically propelled

1148 8714.11
Parts and accessories of vehicles of headings Nos. 87.11 to 87.13.Of motorcycles (including 
mopeds):Saddles

1149 8714.19 Other
1150 8714.20 Of carriages for disabled persons
1151 8714.91 Other:Frames and forks, and parts thereof
1152 8714.92 Wheel rims and spokes

1153 8714.93
Hubs, other than coaster braking hubs and hub brakes, and freewheel sprocketwheels 

1154 8714.94 Brakes, including coaster braking hubs and hub brakes,and parts thereof
1155 8714.95 Saddles
1156 8714.96 Pedals and crankgear, and parts thereof
1157 8714.99 Other
1158 8715.00 Babby carriages and parts thereof
1159 8716.10 Trailers and semitrailers of the caravan type, for housing or camping
1160 8716.20 Selfloading or selfunloading trailers and semitrailers for agriculture purposes 
1161 8716.31 Tanker trailers and tanker semitrailers
1162 8716.39 Other
1163 8716.40 Other trailers and semitrailers 
1164 8716.80 Other vehicles
1165 8716.90 Parts
1166 9001.10 Optical fibres, optical fibre bundles and cables
1167 9028.10 Gas meters
1168 9028.30 Electricity meters
1169 9028.90 Parts and accessories
1170 9029.20 Speed indicators and techometers
1171 9029.90 Parts and accessories
1172 9032.10 Thermostats
1173 9401.20 Seats of a kind used for motor vehicles
1174 9401.30 Swivel seats with variable height adjustment
1175 9402.90 Hospital beds with mechanical fittings
1176 9403.30 Wooden furniture of a kind used in offices
1177 9403.40 Wooden furniture of a kind used in the kitchen
1178 9403.50 Wooden furniture of a kind used in the bedroom
1179 9403.60 Other wooden furniture
1180 9403.70 Furniture of plastics
1181 9403.80 Furniture of other materials, including cane, osier, bamboo or similar materials
1182 9405.10 Fitting of base metal for flourescent tubes
1183 9608.10 Ball point pens 
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